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Abstract 
Wei, B., Hamiltonian paths and hamiltonian connectivity in graphs, Discrete Mathematics 121 
(1993) 223-228. 
Let G be a 2-connected graph with n vertices such that d(u)+d(u)+d(w)-IN(u)nN(u)nN(w)I an+ 1 
holds for any triple of independent vertices u, v and w. Then for any distinct vertices u and u such that 
{u, 0) is not a cut vertex set of G, there is a hamiltonian path between u and o. In particular, if G is 
3-connected, then G is hamiltonian-connected. This is closely related to the main result in Flandrin 
et al. (1991) and generalizes a theorem of Ore (1963) and a theorem of Faudree et al. (1989). 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider only finite undirected graphs without loops or multiple 
edges. V(G), or just V, and E(G), or just E, denote the set of vertices and the set of 
edges of a graph G, respectively. For an integer k> 1, we denote 
a,=min 
i 
5 d(Ui): { vl, . . . . uk} c V is an independent set of G 
i=l I 
and 
cT,=min 2 d(Ui)-IN(U,)nN(Uz)nN(U,)l: {U1,2)2,Uj}G V 
i i=l 
is an independent set of G 
I 
. 
A graph G is called hamiltonian-connected (Hc for short) if there exists a hamil- 
tonian path (H-path for short) between any two distinct vertices of G. 
Recently, Flandrin et al. [2] proved the following result. 
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Theorem 1.1. Let G be a 2-connected graph with n vertices such that a3 > n. Then G is 
hamiltonian. 
Our main purpose is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a 2-connected graph with n vertices such that (TJ 3 n + 1. Then for 
any u #v and {u, v> is not a vertex cut set of G, there exists a H-path between u and v in 
G. In particular, if G is 3-connected, then G is Hc. 
Theorem 1.2 generalizes the following results. 
Theorem 1.3 (Ore [3]). Let G be a 2-connected graph with n vertices such that 
c2>n+1. Then G is Hc. 
Actually, by g2 3 n + 1, we can easily get that G is 3-connected. 
Theorem 1.4 (Faudree et al. Cl]). Let G be a 3-connected graph with n vertices. ZL for 
every pair of nonadjacent vertices u and v, we have 1 N(u)u N(v)1 > 2n/3, then G is Hc. 
The complete bipartite graph K,,, (n > 3) shows that the lower bound n + 1 on a3 in 
Theorem 1.2 is best possible. 
2. Several lemmas 
In order to prove Theorem 1.2, we shall first prove several lemmas and give some 
notations. P = P(x, y): yl . . . yj denotes a path between vertices x and y ( yl = x, yj = y) 
of lengthj- 1 with orientation from x to y. If u # y, u+ denotes the successor of u on P, 
and if u#x, u- denotes its predecessor of u on P. If S& V(P)= {yl, . . ..yj}. then 
s+ ={u+: uES-{y}} and S-={u- :uES-{x}}. If H, SC V, then NH(S) denotes a set 
of vertices of H which are adjacent to S. In particular, when H = V, S = {u}, we let 
N,(,,(u)=N(u) and d(u)=d,(u)=I N(u)l. If R is a component of G-P, we label 
NP(I’(R))={x~,..., x,} in the order from x to y. We denote e( {u, v, w}; P)= 
dp(u) + dp(v) + dp(w) - 1 Np(u) n Np(v) n Np(w) ) for a path P, where {u, v, w} s V and 
dd4=IN&)It 1 ZE u,v, w}. For a subpath Pi of P, let N;x(~) (N;,(u)) denote (NpZ(u))+ 
((NC(U))-). 
Lemma 2.1. Let P: y, . . . , yj (y, =x, yj= y) be a path between x and y in G. If there is an 
independent set {u, v, w} such that 
(N~(u)uNA(v))n(Np,(w)u(Np,(4nN,,(v)))=k 
I%,bb~N,&)l~ INP,(~~JNP,(~)I-~ 
for some subpath Pi s P and 6 20, then Z( {u, V, w}; Pi) < I Pi I + 0. 
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Proof. Since (N&(u)uN~,(u))n(Npz(w)u(Np,(tt)nNp,(u)))=O and IN~+,(u)uN&(u)IB 
1 NP,(u)u NP,(u)I -8, we have 
4,(w) d I Pi I -I N&)uNLW I - I Np,Wn N&)- Np,W I 
Thus, 
Clearly, Lemma 2.1 remains valid if Np’, (u) and N p’, (u) are replaced, respectively, by 
NP, (u) and N;, (u). 
Lemma 2.2. Let G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.2 and P: y1 ... yj be a longest path 
between x and y (yl =x, yj=y). Zf{x, Y} is not a cut set of G and j,<n- 1, then: 
(i) N;(R)nNg(R)=@. 
(ii) For all x~EN,(R), we have 
Proof. (i) By contradiction, choose x2 EN;(R) n Np’ (R). Since {x, y} is not a vertex 
cutsetofG,IN;(R)I>2.Thus,(x:,x:, u} is an independent set of G for any i # t and 
any UE V(R). Without loss of generality, let t > i. Denote PI : y, ... xl, P,: xi+ 1 ... yj; 
then (N~,(~~)uN~,(u))n(N~~(x~++)u(N~,(~~)nN~,(u)))=0 (otherwise G contains 
a path from x to y which is longer than P, a contradiction) and because 
x~~Np,(x~)uNp,(u), we have I N&(x:)uN&(u))=I NP,(x:)uNp,(u)I. Thus, by 
Lemma 2.1, we can get ?({x+,x~+,,u}; P1)61P,I. 
Note that ) N&(x:)u N&(u)1 3 INPI(xf)uNp2(u) I - 1. For the same reason, 
Z({x:, xz+r, u); Pz)<lP2)+ 1. Therefore, we have 2(x:, xi+,,, u}; P)<(Pl+ 1. On the 
other hand, we have dc_p(x~)+dc_p(x~+I)+dc_p(u)~n-~P~-l. Hence, 
d(x~)+d(x~+,)+d(u)dn+I N(xz)nN(x,?+,)nN(u)(, a contradiction. 
(ii) By contradiction, choose x~EN~(x~) n N,(R)- {xi, y,, yj} for some 1 <t <j. 
Then {x;, x:, u} is an independent set of G for any UFV(R). We consider the 
following two cases. 
Case 1: l<t<i. Denote PI: y, ...x;, P,:x: “‘yj. Then we have 
(N&(x;)uN~,(4)n(NpI(x:)u(Np,(x;)nNPI(u)))=0 and INP:(x;)uN&WI= 
IN,,(x;)uN,, (u)I. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, we can get e({x;, x:, u}; P,)<IP, 1 and 
Z( {x; 3 x: , u}; Pz)< I Pz ( (for the same reason). Thus, e( {x; ,x: , u}; P) d 1 PI + 1. On 
the other hand, we have dc_p(x,~)+dc_p(x~)+dc-p(u)<n-~PPJ-l. Hence, we can 
get a contradiction as in the proof of(i). 
Case 2: j > t > i. Then {x; , xc, u} is an independent set. Denote PI: y, ... x;, 
P,: X: ... Yj again. Using the same method as in case 1, we can also get a 
contradiction. 
Therefore, Np(x+ ) n N,(R) - {Xi, y, , yj} = 0. Symmetrically, we can prove 
Np(x;)nNNp(R)-{xi, Yr, yj}=@ 0 
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Lemma 2.3. Let G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.2, and P: y, ...yj (yl =x, yj= y) 
hea longest path betweenx and y in G. Zfj<n- 1, then x,rx:+$E and xi--xz$E hold 
for any XiENp(R). 
Proof. By contradiction, say x;x: +EE. 
Ifl<ids-l,then{x~,xi,,,v } is an independent set for any VE V(R). Denote PI : 
Yl ... X,7, P,: X+ “. Yj. Since 
(NP:(xi+l)uNp:(U))n(Np,(x:)u(Np,(x,+l)nN,,(v)))=~, 
(N~~(x+)yNp2(U))n(N,,(xi,l)u(N,,(x:)nN,,(v)))=~ 
and 
IN,:(x,,)~N,:(~)l=IN,,(x,,)uN,*(~)l, 
INp,(x+)uNp2(~)I=lNp*(x+)UNP2(~)I, 
byLemma2.1,wecangetC({x:,xC~+,, v 3; P) d 1 P ) + 1, which leads to a contradiction. 
If i=s, then jx:,x,i, v} is an independent set for any IJE V(R). Denote PI: 
Yl ...xs-, P,:x: .‘. yj. Then 
IN,:(x,,)uN,:(~))I=INP,(X,1)uNp,(u)I, 
I Np,(X,t )u N&(U) I = IN&,+ )u NPZ (VI 
and 
(Np:(x,l)uNp:(v))n(Np,(x:)u(Np,(x,l)nNB1(U)))=O, 
(N,(x,+)uN,(u))n(N,,(x,,)u(N,,(x:)nNp,(Z))))=0. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, e( {xi_ i, x:, v}; P) < I P (, which leads to a contradiction. 
Symmetrically, we can also prove that xt x,: $E. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.2, and P: yl ... yj (~1 =x, Yj=Y) 
be a longest path between x and y in G. If j<n- 1, then ( yl, Yj} G N,(R). 
Proof. By contradiction, say yl#NP(R), we consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: x;x:#E. 
Case 1.1: x;x:$E. Then (x;,x;, U} is an independent set for any UE V(R). 
Denote P,:y, . ..x., P2:x: . ..x.-, P3:x; ... yj. Then we have dpt(x;)+dp,(x;)< 
IP,I and dpt(u)=O (t=l, 2). Since x;xt$E, by Lemma 2.2(ii), (N&(x;)uN&(u))n 
(Nr,(x1)u(Nr,(xY)nNr,(u)))=@ and IN,(x;)uN,(v)l=IN,,(x;)uN,,(v)I. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, we have e({xr,x;,u};P3)~IP3(. Hence, e({x;,x;,u};P) 
< I P 1, which leads to a contradiction. 
Case 1.2: x;xt~E. By Lemma 2.3, x;x:+$E, x:x;-$E. 
Case 1.2.1: yjpNp(R). Then {x:, x: + , v} is an independent set for any 
u~l/(R). Denote P,:y, . ..x., P,:x:+ . ..x., P3:xz+ .‘.yj. By Lemma 2.2(ii), 
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Wp+,(xl)uNi$W)nW A p x~+)u(Np,(x~)nNp,(u)))=@. Since x;x:$E, x;x:+$E 
and [N~~(x:)uN&(u) ~=~NP,(x~)uNPJ(u)~-l, by Lemma 2.1, we can get 
qx:,x:+, II}; P,)<IP,I (t=l, 2, 3). Therefore, $(x:,x;+, II}; P)<<lPl+l, which 
leads to a contradiction. 
Case 1.2.2: yjeN,(R). As we have shown in case 1.2.1, yj must be in 
N,+(x:)nN&:)nNNp(u) and (x;,yj, u} is an independent set for any UEV(R). 
Denote Pl:yr .-.x;, P,:x: “‘yj. Since x1-x:$6 by Lemma 2.2(ii), 
(Np2(x;)uN;&))n(NpZ(yi)u(N,,(x;)nNP2(u)))=8 and INp,(xL)~Nd4 
l= lNp,(x;)uNp,(u)l. Using the same method as before, we can get 
e( {xc, y,: , u}; P) d I PI + 1, which leads to a contradiction. 
Case 2: x;x:~E. By Lemma 2.3, x;x:+$E, x;-x:#E (if x; Zy,). 
Case 2.1: xixz$E. 
Ifx;=y,,thenwechoose{x;,x;, u}forsomeo~V(R)anddenoteP,:y,~~~x, , 
Pz:x; “.yj. Because x;x:$E, by Lemma 2.2(ii), we have (N~2(x;)uNjT2(o))n 
(Np,(x;)u(Np,(x;)nNPI(U)))=~ and IN~~,(x;)uNp,(u)l=INp, (-G)uNd~)I. Us- 
ing the same method as before, we can get Z( {XL, xi, u}; P) d I P I + 1, which leads to 
a contradiction. 
If x;#y,, then x;- x:$E. Choose {x;-,x;, u} for some ucV(R) and denote 
P1:y, . ..x.-, p,:x;...x;-, P3: X; ‘.’ Yj. Since x;x~$E, we have 
(N&(x;)uN&(r))n(N&~)u(Nr,(x;)nN&)))=@ and IN&(xi)uNiWl= 
l NPJ(x.;) u NP,(u) 1. Using the same method as before, we can get a contradiction. 
Case 2.2: x;xl~E. By Lemma 2.3, x;-x:#E, x:‘x;$E. Choose {x:+,x:, u} 
for some UEV(R) and denote Pl:yl...x:, P,:x:+...x;, PJ: x2”‘yj. Using the 
same method as before, we can get ?({x:,x,f+,u); P1)61PIl+l, e({x:,x:+,u}; 
P2)61Pz(. Therefore, by dc_p(~~)+dc_p(~~~)+dc_p(u)~~-~P~-l, we can get 
e({x:,x:+> u}; P,)~lP~l+l. Thus, x2x;+ EE or Yj~N,(u)nN,(x:)nNp+(x:). 
Case 2.2.1: x~x:+EE. Then {x;,xz, II> is an independent set for any ueV(R). 
Denote P,:y, . ..x., P2:x1 “.x2, P,:xi “‘yj. Then we have e({x;,x;,u}; PI)< 
lPlI,e({x;, x:,+ P2) d I P, I (because x;-$Np(u)uNp(x;)uNp(x~)) and 
(Np,(~:)uN&(u))n(N~,(x;)u(N~,(x~)n(N~,(u)))=@ by Lemma 2.2 and 
INP_,(x~)uN&(u)I=INpJ(x~)uNp~(u)I. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, we have 
.Z( {x;, xl, u};P3) < I P3 1. Using the same method as before, we can get a contradiction. 
Case 2.2.2: yjENp(U)nN,(x:)nN,+(x:). In this subcase, we choose {xc, y,:, u} for 
some UE V(R) and denote P,: yl ... xc, P,: x1 ... x2 and P,:xi ...yi. For the same 
reason as that in case 2.2.1, we can also get a contradiction. 
Therefore, Lemma 2.4 is true. q 
3. The proof of Theorem 1.2 
By contradiction, say P: y, ... yj (y, =x, yj=y) is a longest path between x and y in 
G, (x,y} is not a cut set and j<n-1. By Lemma 2.4, {yl,yj}GNp(R) and 
I N,(R)1 3 3, because {x, y} is not a cut set. We consider the following two cases. 
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Case 1: x;x:$E. Choose {x;,yI:,u} for some oeV(R) and denote P,:y,...x;, 
p,:x: “.yj. By Lemma 2.2(ii) and x;x:#E, we can get (N&(x;)uN& (v))n 
(NP,(Y; )u(Np,(x;)nN,,(v)))=0 and IN,(x;)uN,(o)I=IN,, (x;)uN~,(~)l. 
Thus, e({x;,y,~,u};P,)~IP,(. Therefore, ~~~Np,(yj)nN,,(yj)nN,,(u) (other- 
wise we can get a contradiction as before). 
Choose i* = max {i: Y,E Np, (Yj), 1 < t d i}. Clearly, Yi* #x2. 
If Yi*x; $E, then ?( (x2, y,: , II}; PI)<) PI I + 1, which leads to a contradiction as 
before. 
IfYi*x;EE, then {xi, y$, u} is an independent set of G and Yi$N,,(Y$)uN,,(x:) 
for l<i<i*-1. Since x;x:$E and, moreover, (N~2(~2f)uNp2(u))n(N,,(yit;)u 
(Np,(x: ) n Np,(u))) = 4, using the same method as before, we can get a contradiction. 
Case2: x~x~~E.ByLemma2.3,x~x~~~E,x~x~~~E.Choose{x~~,x~,u} for 
some UE V(R) and denote P1:y, ... x;, P,: x2 ... yj. For the same reason as that in 
case 2.2 of Lemma 2.4, we can get that x2x: + EE. 
Now we choose Ix+ , 2 ,y,:, u} for some UE V(R) and denote Pr : yl -.. x2, P2: xi ... Yj. 
Then, by Lemma 2.2(ii), we have 
(Np,(x:)uNp,(r))n(N,,(Yj )u(NP1(x:)nN,,(u)))=O (t= 1,2), 
and 
IN~~(x:)~N~,(u)I=IN~,(x:)~N~,(u)I--~, 
INp,(~:)uNp,(~)I=lNp,(~:)uNp,(u)l. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, e( {x2f, yi, u}; P) <! PI + 1, which leads to a contradiction as 
before. 
Therefore, Theorem 1.2 is true. 
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